II. Efficient Subarea Tree Routing
The main operation of this routing protocol is based on the establishment of subarea tree by having a selected root node as origin which results in the formation of logical subarea. The entire network consists of many sub area trees finally.
The stages involved in the ESTR protocol is as follows i) Identification and Interconnection of root nodes. ii) Creation of subarea trees. iii)Maintenance of subarea trees. iv)Routing process.
i) Identification and Interconnection of root nodes.
Initially a node with a unique address or an ID and its type is configured as initial node. Each node has a unique ID. The central node of a future subarea is the root node and it can be identified by auto-discovery process or static method. Static method is the manual method to configure the root nodes and to decide the related or necessary parameters for them.
The auto-discovery process is a complex process which involves many steps. The first step is to provide a regulation or the condition which the roots must satisfy such as ID number, energy, transaction capability, number of neighbour nodes and other values. Next a node is selected randomly from the network as the source node and it sends the Auto Root Discovery Request(ARDR) message which includes the regulation. The nodes which satisfy the regulation will be considered as the root nodes and sends their own details such as the type and ID.All the root nodes will record the root nodes' information.
After identification, interconnection of the root nodes is done by building the routing information between every two root nodes. This can be done by using the routing protocols such as AODV,DSR,FSR,ZRP etc….The first node which the route passes through becomes the interconnect node. Both root node and interconnect node will maintain the routing table with the information.
ii) Creation of Subarea trees.
The subarea trees are created using the tree nodes that join the subarea trees.The tree node possess the information of its node ID,node type,depth, father node, number of child node and routing list.The depth is the hop count between the tree node and its route node.The root nodes and tree nodes periodically transmits Subarea Tree Creation Message(STCM).The initial node which receives the STCM will consider itself as tree node and sets the father node as the nodeID from the STCM. The depth of the tree node is set as the depth of the STCM plus one. Next, it returns a Data Updating Message(DUM) which involves the destination node ID, source node ID, no.of offspring nodes and node routing list to the father node. Then the father node updates the child node list, no.of.offspring nodes and the routing list. This process continues for each and every father node up to root nodes. If more than one STCM is received by an initial node it will select the STCM according to the regulation and discard the others.If an initial node cannot join a subarea tree after a particular time T, if forms a connection with the interconnected nodes with one node as root node.It also notifies other root nodes that it has become a root node. Finally all initial nodes will join in subarea trees to become tree nodes. The STCM received by root node will be discarded.
iii) Subarea Tree Maintenance
The subarea tree is maintained by the information between the child node and the father node. The child node will identify the existence of the father node by the STCM sent periodically. Father node identifies the existence of child node by exchanging information between them. If there is no information from the child node the father node will send a "Hello Message" to the child node, if there is no reply for a particular time period it will delete the child node from child node list and update the number of offspring node and routing list, then inform its father node by DUM.
If the relationship between the child node and father node is failed the child node will configure it as "initial node", inform all its child nodes to configure their node type as initial node and will send as Father Node Releasing Message (FNRM). All the initial nodes will start to join in subarea trees.
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iv)Routing process
In the routing process root node knows the routing information of all the tree nodes in the hierarchical network formed after the establishment of subarea trees.The first tier consists of root nodes and interconnects nodes and the second tier is each sub area tree. The two tiers have different routing parameters.Proactive routing is used in inter subarea. The routing process is as follows. First if the data packet's destination node is of its same offspring node, the node will forward the packet to the destination directly.If it is not its own offspring, the node will forward the packet to the father node.If root node also has its routing information Route search Message(RSM) is send to other root nodes. It includes the message type, destination root node ID, source root node ID and data packet's destination Id and acknowledgement. Other root nodes which knows the routing information will return a Route Detection Message(RDM) to the source root node which will forward the data packet to the interconnect node which knows the route to the destination node. figure 5 and there are22 network nodes. At first all the nodes are "equal" and eachnode is "initial node" with a unique ID. The line between twonodes denotes a wireless link and these two nodes cancommunicate directly.
Fig. 5.Original network
Assume the condition of becoming a root node in thisexample is that the number of neighbors is more than or equal4. Let node S broadcasts ARDRmessage and nodes A, B, Cwill become root nodes. These three root nodes will broadcasttheir information so that they can know each other. Afterwardsthrough existing routing protocol such as AODV, theywill build routing information (routing metrics: hop count orburthen is least in this example): A↔B; A↔D↔C;B↔E↔F↔C. During this procedure, nodes D, E, F willbecome "interconnect node".Root nodes A, B, C start the establishing process ofsubarea trees by broadcasting STCM. The initial nodesreceiving this message will join in subarea trees and become"tree node" simultaneously. Then tree nodes also send outSTCM periodically. All the initial nodes except nodes H, I, Rwill join in subarea trees successfully through such a process.Under this circumstances, interconnect node E will beupgraded to become root node and it will gain other rootnodes' information from the nearest root node B as well asnotify other root nodes of its own information. And then nodesE, H, I, R form a new subarea tree. At last the entire networkis composed of four subarea trees illustrated as figure 6 andtwo tiers of network structure is obvious. Fig.6 .Subarea tree formed network Assume node S wants to send data packets to node R.Firstly S sends the data packets to its father node G. Node Gfinds node R is not its offspring node and sends the datapackets to root node A. Root node A will lookup routinginformation for node R, but it cannot find the route. And thenA sends RSM to root nodes B, C, E and node E will answer thismessage with RDM because it knows node R is its offspringnode. Node A will send data packets to node E while itreceives RDM. Finally node R can receive the data packetsthrough nodes E and H.
III. Performance Analysis i) Simulation software
We used NS2.3 (Network Simulation 2.3) to evaluate theperformance of STR. The simulation modeled a network ina 2500m×2500m area with 30 mobile nodes. Radiotransmission range is 250 meters. The mobility of eachnode is arranged from 2m/s to 8m/s, and the pause time ofthe mobile nodes is zero. Traffic sources are continuous bitrate (CBR) with the rate of 15kbit/s. The source-destinationpairs are randomly selected over the network.
ii)Simulation Result
The simulation result is obtained by comparing the performance of STR with AODV.The green line shows the plot for STR routing protocol whereas the red line denotes the AODV routing protocol. The graph shown above is plotted by comparing both the STR and AODV routing protocol by considering the parameter: throughput. Since the throughput efficiency for STR routing protocol is maximum as compared to the AODV routing protocol the chance of collision, delay, energy consumption, time consumption, data sending time will be more in the AODV routing protocol. Thus the proposed system with STR routing protocol is more efficient than the system with AODV routing protocol. 
IV. Conclusion
We have proposed Subarea Tree Routing (STR), a novel routing protocol for collision avoidance in mobile ad-hoc networks. One of the main reason behind implementing STR protocol is that bit does not incur heavy overhead as it maintains the routing information in MANET. In STR, many nodes are formed into different group each consisting a header such as the load along the nodes will be less compared to other routing protocols. Thus lesser the load in the nodes, the chance to occur collision in mobile ad-hoc networks minimized. Thus by achieving collision avoidance in MANET using STR protocol, it helps to enhance the efficiency and speed. At the same time, it reduced intrusions in the network. Our ns-2 based simulation has confirmed the advantages of STR and demonstrated a significant routing efficiency and scalability improvement.
